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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1 Background of the Study 

 

People tend to maintain their culture as their identity. By having identity, a 

group of people articulate their difference from other groups of people. The 

articulation of being different is more obvious when a group of people share 

common cultural characteristics in a foreign place, far from their native land. One 

of the obvious reasons for maintaining their culture of origin is that it gives them 

a sense of rootedness. Malkki (1992, p.27) states that people think of themselves 

as being rooted in a place and derive their identity from that rootedness. 

Therefore, wherever they go, people keep their cultural identity and try their best 

to preserve it in its original form. In addition, culture can also be used to indicate 

the existence of the group itself; a social capital to have productive interactions 

with others. Thomas- Hoffman (2003, p.1) insists that if people have a strong 

sense of self-identity through culture, they are more likely to interact peacefully 

with other culture.  

When people move from one place to another, they also bring along their 

culture. Moving to another place can be caused by several factors, such as, fleeing 

a conflict or war, getting education, or looking for a better life. The reasons, 
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which encouraged people to move from one place to another are due to migration. 

One of the ethnic groups moving to other parts of Indonesia is Bataknese people.  

The term  “Batak” is a collective theme to identify some ethnic groups who 

live and come from Tapanuli, North Sumatra (Barry, 2013). Bataknese people are 

classified into some sub-ethnic groups, and Batak Toba is one of them. Bataknese 

people can be found in various regions in Indonesia, including Semarang. Like 

other people, Bataknese people moving to other places in Indonesia, those of 

Batak people coming to Semarang are for employment and improvement of 

economic life.  

As a minority group in Semarang, Bataknese people keep preserving their 

customs and traditions. They still practice rituals like those existing in their 

homeland. One of the important and sacred rituals they maintain is marriage 

ritual. Bataknese marriage rituals covers several “ritual procedures and 

requirements.”  In Bataknese ethnic group, to maintain family alliance, ideally a 

man marries his mother’s brother’s daughter to fulfill an obligation of his father. 

The marriage is often accompanied by elaborate exchanges of gifts such as 

textiles, livestock and jewelry (G. Hall, 1993). In Bataknese ritual, marriage is 

defined as the purchase of a woman, where women are released from their 

extended family after the payment transaction has been agreed upon. This ritual is 

called sinamot.  
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One research on Bataknese Toba Marriage was conducted in 2015 by Pininta 

Veronika Silalahi, a student of Universitas 17 Agustus 1945, Surabaya. Her 

research deals with an examination of language and identity in the wedding 

ceremony of Batak Toba. She concludes that identity and language are important 

in Bataknese Toba wedding ritual.  In Batak Toba marriage, the language used 

must be the original language, namely, the Toba language. It means, in a cultural 

wedding ritual, the use of Batak Toba language is an inseparable part of 

Bataknese culture (2015). Here, the use of the native language is a way of 

expressing identity. 

In this research, the writer is interested to explicate the marriage ritual 

performed by the Bataknese people in Semarang. The writer has her own reasons 

for choosing this subject. The first reason is the writer herself is a Bataknese 

descendant who is living in Semarang whose parents applied Batak Toba ritual 

when they got married in North Sumatra, precisely in Siantar. The second reason 

is that the writer learns during Bataknese community’s gathering in Semarang 

such as arisan and Bataknese marriages that Bataknese people still try to maintain 

their cultural identities. The arisan is actually an activity for the writer’s parents, 

but she often joins them in this communal gathering. As a result, the writer is 

motivated to learn a part of her own cultural heritage which in this case, is the 

ritual of Bataknese Toba Marriage in Semarang. In short, the main purposes of 
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the research are to describe the Batak Toba marriage ritual and to find out the 

reasons why Bataknese people still maintain this particular tradition.  

 

  

1.2 Field of the Study  

This research is related to the field of applied folklore and focuses on 

marriage ritual of Bataknese Toba in Semarang. 

 

1.3 Scope of the Study  

This research explains marriage ritual of Bataknese Toba especially in 

Semarang city. In Bataknese Toba marriage, there are several rituals: before, at 

the time, and after the marriage ceremony. However, in this study, the writer only 

focuses on the climax of the marriage ritual called Ulaon Unjuk which comes 

after several other rituals such as Martandang, Mangalehon tanda, Marhusip, and 

Martumpo. The writer focuses on the time of the marriage, from the beginning, 

welcoming invited guests and the family of the bride and groom called manomu-

nomu, then pasahat jambar, panandeyon, mangulosi, and the last is paulak une. 

As a Bataknese, the writer has a general knowledge of the ritual which hopefully 

helps her to delve deep into Bataknese Toba marriage ritual. In this research, the 

writer discusses people, objects, language related to Ulaon Unjuk. After giving 
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thorough descriptions of Ulaon Unjuk, the writer presents the reasons of the 

Bataknese people to maintain this tradition.   

 

1.4 Problem Formulation  

The writer formulates two problems related to Ulaon Unjuk marriage ritual:  

1. How is this marriage ritual performed? 

2.  What ritual elements are involved in this tradition?  

3. Why do Bataknese people living in Semarang still maintain their Bataknese 

their traditional marriage ritual?  

 

1.5 Objective of the Study 

The objectives of this study can be stated as follows: 

1. To explain how the Ulaon Unjuk marriage ritual is performed?  

2. To find out the ritual elements which are involved in Ulaon Unjuk. 

3. To find out the reasons Bataknese people in Semarang city still maintain this 

particular culture.  

 

1.6 Significance of the Study 

The writer expects that the research contributed to enrich people’s knowledge 

of Bataknese ritual marriage in Semarang. This research might also provide 

insights of why people are determined to maintain their culture although they 
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are far away from their “native” land. In addition, doing a research of one’s 

own culture is a form of appreciation to the culture itself. Hopefully, this 

research encourages others to appreciate their own cultures by way of doing 

cultural researches.    

 

1.7 Definition of Terms 

1.  Tradition  

Tradition is the name given to those cultural features which, in situations of 

change, are to be continued to be handed on, thought about, preserved and not 

lost (Graburn, 2001, p.6). 

 

2. Custom  

Custom is a traditional and widely accepted way of behaving or doing 

something that is specific to a particular society, place or time, it is things 

done habitually (Maluleke, 2012, p.3) 

  

3. Ritual  

Rituals is in which specific ritual action or practice, including physical 

movements and any accompanying words (Kyalo, 2013, p.34). 
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4. Marriage 

Marriage is a sacred contract which should bring happiness to the individuals 

who enter it (Wimalasena, 2016, p.169). 

 

5. Bataknese Toba Marriage 

Bataknese Toba marriage is the tradition when someone could marry to 

another Bataknese who has different clan. If they are marry to other ethnics 

(such Javanese, Sundanese, etc), she or he must adopt one of Bataknese’s 

clans (Tina, 2010) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


